
To: Common Sense Wisconsin Policy Board
FROM: Joe Handrick

Governor Evers’ Peoples Commission has unveiled final maps. Once again, they failed to address the fatal
flaws found in their draft maps.

Here is how the People’s map compares to the 2 best maps presented by Common Sense Wisconsin and
the map proposed by the State Legislature.

Title:
Legislative

Plan
Common

Sense CR Map
Common

Sense LR Map
NEW PMC

Map

Total Deviation: 0.76% 0.91% 0.75% 1.87%

Municipal Splits: 48 36 28 95

County Splits: 53 51 48 47

TOTAL Splits: 101 87 76 142

Core Retention: 84% 84% * 72% * ** unknown

Temporary Disenfranchisement: 138,753 132,000 * 206,000 * ** unknown

Black Voting-Age Majority Seats: 5 6 6 2

Latino Voting-Age Majority Seats: 2 2 2 2

Reock Score: 0.36 0.38 0.42 0.39

Polsby-Popper Score: 0.23 0.29 0.33 0.34

*Approximate
** Unknown – PMC does not share this data. It is quite clear, however, that core retention will be significantly lower and disenfranchisement will
be significantly higher than other plans (due to refusal of PMC to work off of an established court-approved map).

A Failure On Multiple Levels

1. Disenfranchisement of voters – The PMC map fails to meet the most basic standard of
redistricting: Every person must be represented.

Wisconsin has staggered senate terms (odds elected in non-presidential years, evens in
presidential years). Therefore, a senator elected in 2020 in an even-numbered district is not up
for re-election in 2022.

The PMC draws what appears to be multiple even-numbered senate districts that contain no
incumbent (and there will not be one for another 2 years because that district is not up for
election in 2022). In one case, the unoccupied senate district is located nearly 100 miles from
the location where 2 even-numbered senators are paired together. This is a huge problem for
the PMC.



2. Splintering of local units of government

“When comparing potential redistricting plans, the PMC will favor the
plans that split municipalities and counties into as few pieces as possible.”

~~The Peoples Maps Commission website

The PMC map fails badly on this standard (SEE chart on page 1).

When the Legislature released its plan (with 48 split municipalities), Common Cause issued a statement
critical of the splits saying that, “hardly constitutes keeping communities of interest intact.” The PMC map
splits 95.

3. Disregard for communities of interest

Bad examples abound in the PMC map. One senate district runs from the Racine/Kenosha line
well into Milwaukee County (fragmentation of Milwaukee County is a much-anticipated tactic
from Democrats as they try to make the maps more “fair”).

One of the most identifiable communities of interest in Wisconsin is the Wisconsin Dells. The
PMC splits this community into 3 different assembly districts and 2 separate senate districts.



4. Failure to meet Voting Rights Act --

Democratic Senator Lena Taylor recently testified that her answer to the PMC was “No, no, and
no!”.

The PMC final maps do not appear to have changed much from the draft maps that we reviewed
earlier. They continue to represent significant retrogression on Black districts.

The number of majority  voting-age Black assembly districts would be reduced from 6 to 2 and
the number of senate districts reduced from 2 to 1.

"The idea that any commission could produce a redistricting map that wiped
out black representation, in the state senate, is unconscionable. The fact that
such a draft map was released to the community is irresponsible"

  ~Senator Lena Taylor (D) Milwaukee

Conclusion

Governor Evers’ Peoples Maps Commission has produced nothing of value to this process other than
establishing the floor against which other plans can be measured.

Their maps fail and fail badly on the very objective criteria that the Commission laid out (and
proceeded to ignore).

Furthermore, they threaten 30 years of progress on increased minority representation in the State
Legislature.


